
Hello Everyone, 

WOW! What a week! I could not have been prouder of all the children in Sharks, and 

the whole of Foundation Phase, for the amazing performances they gave in our 

Christmas production, Straw and Order. They worked so hard over the past few 

weeks, learning lines, singing new songs and overcoming nerves to perform in front 

of everyone. They really are all wonderful stars! Thank you to you all also, for 

arranging fantastic costumes and putting in the time and effort to learn lines at 

home. We could not have done it if we had not all worked as a team.  

This week in class we started our Christmas crafts. We have created some cross-stitch, learning how 

to sew and for many, mastering a new skill that is relaxing, enjoyable and fun. Even for children so 

young, they really took to sewing brilliantly, and were so proud of the lovely works of art they 

created. For Mrs B and myself, it was a welcome chance to sit with the children in very small 

groups, chatting and having meaningful time together as we sewed.  

We also warmly, and very gratefully, welcomed Mrs Edwards (Elsie’s Mum) to class, who worked 

with children making their Christmas cards. A big thank you to Mrs Edwards, who will be returning 

to continue with stage 2 of the cards next week.  

In Literacy, the children all wrote a letter to Santa. They followed Success Criteria we had 

created together, that showed the things they needed to include in their letter. They worked 

independently on this, as I wanted to use this as an assessment opportunity to see exactly 

where they are in their writing and the areas, I need to further develop next term.  

And so, we have reached the last week of our 1st term. It has flown! This week coming is a 

busy but fun filled week. On Tuesday we have our trip to the cinema. We are asking that children do 

wear school uniform, as it makes it easier to identify them when outside school grounds. They can 

bring a small treat and a drink but please, nothing fizzy. 

 

Sweets + fizzy drinks + excited children + bus journey =    

 

On Wednesday afternoon we have the FPH Christmas party. Could all children please bring a clearly 

named and well wrapped up plate of party food in the morning. Dinner will be as normal. The party 

food will be an added bonus at around 2:00. The children can dress up in party clothes of their 

choice. 

Finally, on Thursday, the last day of school for the children, we will have Toy Day. Children are 

allowed to bring in a toy of their choice (It needs to fit into 1 carrier bag though please that they can 

carry themselves) Can we ask that no electrical toys come in and nothing that might be easily 

broken or is expensive. 

Well, it’s been a fantastic week. 1 week until Christmas Eve!!!!!! 

WAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!  

Ho! Ho! Ho! 

Mrs Howard & Mrs Bowen. 

 

 

 

 



 

 


